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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to my very first album! Hopefully, it won't be too terribly obvious that it's my first. On the other hand, if it is, then well, hey, it's my very first album fer cryin' out loud! 8^)

This is an album about haibane. What are haibane? Listen to the album and find out. Or, if you find the music either too esoteric or grating to sit through, you can read about them below.

The music itself is a rather eclectic blend which ranges from drippingly sentimental to rakishly whimsical, much like me.

While I am very much aware that its appeal may be rather limited in terms of a contemporary audience, I hope you may enjoy it -- or at least not regret the time you spend listening to it.

TRACK LIST

1. Wings of Gray			(6:25)
2. Day of Flight			(3:43)
3. She Flew Off With My Heart	(4:08)
4. Young Feathers			(2:50)
5. By My Side			(4:00)
6. Beyond the Wall			(4:51)

Total running time: 25:59
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CONCERNING HAIBANE

Haibane are winged creatures who hatch from enormous cocoons in abandoned buildings of the walled town of Guri. Shortly after a haibane hatches, he or she is given a halo -- a glass-like luminous ring which floats above the head -- by the other haibane of the nest. Later, the haibane sprouts wings which emerge painfully through the skin of the shoulders.

The word “haibane” is Japanese for, depending on how you choose to word it, “ash wings”, “gray wings” or “charcoal feathers”. Basically, the gist of the name is that haibane have wings, and that they are gray in color. However, the wings of a haibane are far too small and weak to allow flight, so their reason for being is a mystery.

Haibane resemble children in various stages of development, from toddlers to teenagers. All haibane sense that they have lived before, but they cannot remember where or when or what their prior name was. Instead, they are given a name based on the dream they have while sleeping in the cocoon.

Haibane are unable to search for clues as to who they were before, because no one in Guri is permitted to go outside the Wall which circles it.

This album is based on haibane and their circumstances. More information about them may be found at http://haibanerenmei.com.

CONTEST

This album was produced in response to the Auld Lang Sine 2 album contest on Hellven.org (http://www.hellven.org/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=64). The contest deadline was July 31, 2005. I began actual recording on July 22, 2005, although I entered the contest and began conceptualizing the album on May 16, 2005. Obviously, like many musicians, I am a major procrastinator. x^P

There is no prize for “winning” the contest. It is merely a scheme for getting lazy people to finally get around to recording an album. The real prize for all entrants is having an album finished.

Frankly, that's a pretty sweet prize, if you ask me.

As is my custom, I procrastinated, so most of what appears in this album is of what I consider “preliminary” quality, and desperately needs some retooling to meet my exacting standards for quality, but I shipped it anyway, and lucky you, this is what you got.

On the bright side, there's always room for improvement. :^)

COLLATERAL

In addition to the songs, I have added some conceptual cover art based on screenshots from Haibane Renmei. After all, when I get an album, I like it when it includes extra stuff, don't you?

I find the series so inspiring, that I even draw sketches based on ABe's distinctive traditional-Japanese-inspired style. I've included some small copies of some of my sketches to add a sense of ambiance and personality to the album.

After all, it's a vanity project, so why not? :^P

TECH NOTES

This album was recorded, arranged and edited using SONAR 4 by Cakewalk (http://cakewalk.com). The instruments are all synthesized and played using the Edirol Virtual Sound Canvas (VSC) DXi plug-in.

Yeah, I'm a newb. The VSC may not be the world's greatest synth, but it's darn convenient for a guy who, when he sits down at his machine, just wants to get the music out fast, and fast was a consideration, in light of the eleven-day production period.

The computer I used is an HP 3.0 GHz Pentium 4 HT with 1 GB of RAM, 200GB hard disk, ATI Radeon X300 PCI-E graphics card and Audigy 2 sound card. My OS is (yes, I know) Windows XP, patched as fast as MS can crank them out.

For vocals, I used an AudioTechnica AT3035 wide diaphragm condenser microphone connected through an M-Audio Firewire Solo recording interface, and love both of these devices passionately. 
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COPYRIGHT MATTERS

The Wings of Gray album and all the songs it contains are Copyright © 2005 Majic. While I reserve all rights to this work, I expressly permit the free copying and distribution of this material for noncommercial purposes.

Basically, if no money is involved, go nuts and enjoy. If money IS involved, then let's talk, especially if you're a fat-cat music producer and want to back truckloads of money up to my house. My email's at the bottom. Have your people call my people and we'll do lunch love ya gotta motor ciao baby.

The images used for the album covers for this version of Wings of Gray are derived from screen shots of the anime series Haibane Renmei, which is Copyright © Yoshitoshi ABe. They are used without permission, but hopefully ABe-sensei and his crack legal team will cut me some slack due to the fact that I am not charging for the album.

Of course, ABe can't charge for them either if they're in a freely distributed zip file, so I made them purposely small and put plenty of text over them to limit their appeal outside this application. Hopefully that's okay, especially since, to whatever humble degree it does, this work promotes the work on which it is based.

Visit http://haibanerenmei.com for the original work, and if you haven't seen this series, I highly recommend it. It is, in every positive sense of the word, what inspired this album.

LYRICS

Wings of Gray

I dream a dream of rising light
I'm flying high into the night

We have been together
Close as friends can be
I have always cared for you
As you have cared for me

Now I feel a calling
That I can't explain
I wish that I could tell you more
To take away the pain

I'm gonna take flight... 
On wings of gray
I'm gonna take flight... 
On wings of gray

Memories of summer
On the Hill of Winds
Walking in the sunshine
Days that never end

Slipping through the shadows
Tears fall from my eyes
Leaving for the Western Woods
I can't even say goodbye

I'm gonna take flight... 
On wings of gray
I'm gonna take flight... 
On wings of gray

Walking in the meadows
Laughing in the sun
Endless moments lost in time
When we were both as one

Time we spent together
Sharing all our dreams
Found out that forever
Is shorter than it seems

I can't forget what we had
It's etched into my mind
I'm standing on the stairway
I can't leave you behind

I'm gonna take flight... 
On wings of gray
I'm gonna take flight... 
On wings of gray

I don't want to leave
I want to stay with you
By your side
Forever true
To share the joy
That we once knew
To show you love

I'll be your friend
Forever more

Day of Flight

You and me
And so much more for us both to see
We're living easy and running free
There's nowhere else I would rather be

Now and then
I feel so sorry my closest friend
We don't want summer to reach its end
But autumn's calling to me again

You are always by my side
Could not leave you if I tried
Want you with me
On my Day of Flight

Here and there
It lifts my heart just to know you care
When sorrow hurts me you're always there
The deepest moments were ours to share

So it goes
Where life will take us nobody knows
The season passes, a cold wind blows
Another year has come to a close

You are always by my side
Could not leave you if I tried
Want you with me
On my Day of Flight

So much more for us to see
Nowhere else I'd rather be
Feel so sorry closest friend
Autumn calls to me again

Lifts my heart to know you care
Deepest moments ours to share
Season passes cold wind blows
One more year comes to a close

You are always by my side
Could not leave you if I tried
Want you with me
On my Day of Flight

She Flew Off With My Heart

Walking down the highway
The sun's about to set
There's so much I remember
I'm trying to forget

The city lies behind me
The open road ahead
The happiness I once had
Inside of me is dead

I thought I'd met an angel
With heaven in her eyes
To stay with me forever
A love that never dies

But winter follows summer
And now my girl is gone
There's nothing left for me here
So I'm just moving on

She flew off with my heart
And I don't feel a thing
She flew off with my heart
Now all I do is sing

Standing on the altar
A halo in my hand
They said it had to happen
But I can't understand

How could she have left me
With all that we've been through
I guess she tried to tell me
But I just never knew

She flew off with my heart
And I don't feel a thing
She flew off with my heart
Now all I do is sing

Walking down the highway

Young Feathers

(Instrumental)

By My Side

Alone
I've always felt alone
I thought that no one cared for me
Locked away
In the prison of my mind

Then
You came into my life
You showed me what a friend could be
Along the way
Our hearts became entwined

Your name was all I had to say
When all my hope had died
Now I'm free to fly away
'Cause you were by my side

Friend
You've always been a friend
When no one else could see my pain
You stepped inside
And helped me see it through

When
I thought it was the end
I told you that my heart was stained
You fought my pride
And proved it wasn't true

Your name was all I had to say
When all my hope had died
Now I'm free to fly away
'Cause you were by my side

In the darkness of the fading moon
I thought you had abandoned me
You found your way to my cocoon
And took my hand so I could see

Now
It's time for me to go
I wish that I could close the sky
So I could stay
But there's nothing I can do

Goodbye
It's time to say goodbye
Now you need to close your eyes
I'll walk away
But I'll leave my heart with you

Your name was all I had to say
When all my hope had died
Now I'm free to fly away
'Cause you were by my side

Now I'm free to fly away
'Cause you were by my side

Beyond the Wall

I stand upon the stairway
Gazing into the sky
I feel my halo dimming
Don't know the reason why

What if my wings could take me?
Where would I want to go?
There only is one answer
One I already know

Beyond the Wall
Beyond the Wall

Memories of a lifetime
Flickering through my mind
Mysteries swirl around me
Don't know what I will find

Closing my eyes so tightly
Reaching into the air
Praying for my salvation
Is anybody there?

Beyond the Wall
Beyond the Wall

Radiance flows around me
Forming a shaft of light
Saying goodbye forever
This is my Day of Flight

Rising into the heavens
Flying on wings of gray
I hear the angels singing
As they lead me away

Beyond the Wall
Beyond the Wall

CONTACT AND DISTRIBUTION SOURCE

The latest version of this album may be found at http://music.majic-12.com. It is subject to frequent revisions as I seek to improve my skills and apply them to the work.

If you have questions or comments regarding the album, feel free to send email to http://music@majic-12.com. I can't promise a response, but I do intend to monitor the account as long as my spam filters hold up.

FOOTNOTES

(1) All songs composed and performed by Majic
(2) Wings of Gray album and songs Copyright © 2005 Majic - All Rights Reserved
(3) May be freely copied and distributed for noncommercial purposes - music@majic-12.com
(4) Artwork Copyright © Yoshitoshi ABe - Used without permission - Visit http://haibanerenmei.com for original work
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